Notice on Make-up/Re-end/Summer Quarter Examinations, Aug-Sep 2020

Note 1:

All queries related to makeup examinations and registration related issues shall be mailed to ad_exam@nitw.ac.in. Only in unavoidable situations, students may contact Prof. D. Srinivasacharya through 833 2969 637.

Note 2:

As per the orders of the institute, due to the current pandemic situation and particularly, in view of the increasing cases of COVID-19 in the tri-cities of Warangal, Hanamkonda and Kazipet, it has been decided that all faculty and non-teaching staff will continue to work from home up to 31.8.2020. Staff members are attending office only on demand which means the access to the files, records and computer systems is almost not available.

Because of this, the verification process of registered students and many academic and examination related activities are badly affected. But, to facilitate the academic activities and avoid any loss of time for students and particularly, the students with backlogs, many measures are being taken. Students are requested to understand the situation, be diligent and not indulge in any misuse. Further, all the students registered for Makeup/Re-end/Summer Quarter Examinations are required to submit the following "undertaking". They can write the following on a white paper, scan and send the soft-copy via online form. This is mandatory. The link to the online form is: https://forms.gle/mhHtN2ptP78kAs656

Undertaking

I am ___________________________, Son / Daughter of Shri ___________________________ bearing Roll No. ___________ studying B.Tech. I / II / III / IV Year in the Department of ___________________________ at NIT W hereby state that the information provided by me during the registration for makeup/re-end/summer quarter, August 2020 is correct. I have read the rules and understood that I am eligible for these exams. I am not applying for makeup/re-end/summer quarter even after passing course(s). I also hereby give undertaking that the information provided by me is found to be incorrect with respect to any subject, I am ready to forego the results of the concerned subjects.

Signature of the student

Name of the student
Roll No. / Regn. No.
Section / Branch
Student Contact No.